We describe a fas~t (exposures down to -610 ns) electrically triggered camera back/shutter designed for use with the Ha~sselblad 500C still camera. This camera back contains a microchannei plate image intensifier which can be gated * and provides a gain of approximately X 1000. It reads out on to Polaroid film through a fiber optic face plate. The gated camera back is interchangeable with the regu~lar Polaroid back (or any other) for the Hasselblad 500C and maintains the athrough the lens* focu,7ing. 
The image intensifier package consists of three parts: a metal adapter plate that mates with a Hasselblad 500/C, an aluminum housing that contains * the intensifier tube, and a standard plastic Polaroid film pack holder. The adapter plate and the film pack holder make up a standard 500/C Polaroid back. in its operating position, the image tube photocathode is located at the image plane of the camera lens, the output fiber-optic plate is pushing gently against the Polaroid film, and the film pull-tabs are covered by a lever.
Pulling the lever to expose the pull-tabs also moves the intensifier tube away from the film, allowing the film to be pulled without wiping on the fiber-optic plate. The only alterations of standard parts necessary for assembly of the package are removal of a glass plate from the metal adapter *l plate and trimming about onE millimeter of the silicone potting comround from the photocthnote end of the intensifier tube. Zain of '0,000. The P-20 pnosohor, aluminized anode is biased 5000 volts above the ii.crochannel plate output side.
To turn the tube or, the cathode is pulsed . This gain is about a factor of ten lower than the quoted light gain, which is a cw gain. Figure 4 is a 100 ns exposure of an interferogram of a reduced density channel generated by a pulsed CO 2 laser beam ýn one atmosphere of nitrogen that has been seeded with SF 6 . The interferometer is back lighted by a 0.5 mw cw HeNe laser. The off-on contrast ratio of the intensifier is such that the laser :,ay impinge on the ungated cathode for as long as thirty seconds before tie film is fogged. The two burn spots in the photograph are the result of
*
•, trying to increase the pulse current capability of the channel plate electron multiplier and the phosphor anode in an effort to bring the pulse gain up to the value of the quoted cw gain.
"-
IV. CONCLUSIONS
This report describes a single frame, fast (of the order of ten -nanoseconds exposure time) exposure camera system with a light amplification factor of 1000. The system uses a commercially available proximity focused 4 micro-channel plate intensifier tube and the Hasselblad 500/C still camera -svstem. The cost of the single frame system, including a modest lens, came."a * body, two Polaroid backs, intensifier tube, battery operated power supply, and machine work is about $13,000.
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At. ft-l/ft-c with an input level of IXIO"5 ft-c incident on the pholocathode. The ITT proximity focused channel intensifier tube provideb a variable tube "gain by varying the microchannel plate voltaice.
-0 "NOTE 6 There is no degradation of resolution from ,ccnter-to-edge ot screen. 
